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Abstract
Research on faculty development and its generalizability is lagging compared to other areas of research in medical education. Providing feedback has been identified as a skill in need of improvement for medical educators, both in the classroom and at the clinical bedside. Surprisingly, little has been published on faculty skills in providing feedback during faculty development sessions, and more specifically, providing narrative feedback. An IRB-approved study analyzed the outcomes of 73 faculty development sessions conducted within one academic year. A qualitative study of the narrative portion of end-of-session evaluations examined type and scope of narrative feedback provided to presenters about their presentation skills as well as about the perceived quality and usefulness of the faculty development sessions. The findings from this study suggest that further and more in-depth professional development in providing feedback is warranted, preferably early in faculty's professional development.

Introduction
Research on faculty development and its generalizability is lagging compared to other areas of research in medical education. Providing feedback has been identified as a skill in need of improvement for medical educators, both in the classroom and at the clinical bedside. Surprisingly, little has been published on faculty skills in providing feedback during faculty development sessions, and more specifically, providing narrative feedback aiming to guide improvement of presenters’ skills or session organization. In general, faculty development includes activities used to assist faculty in their roles as teachers, researchers, clinicians, administrators, and leaders. Traditionally, needs assessment utilizing surveys or focus groups have been used to determine the needs for faculty development. It has been suggested that in creating faculty development sessions, the session “developers” use the processes of negotiation, construction, and attuning of knowledge to actively interact with the environment and respond to faculty development needs. The need for improved faculty development involving teaching, communication, and practice behaviors is well documented. Objective Structured Teaching Evaluations (OSTEs) have been used to assess teaching and assessment skills, and to provide feedback to faculty participating in professional development programs. While the role of medical teachers in giving feedback to learners has been more extensively explored, little is known about whether teachers use the same conceptual principles in providing feedback related to faculty development. Providing peer review in teaching has been a challenging task, and peer-review evaluations may be difficult to implement.

Materials and Methods
An IRB-approved study (WSU No.16228, 2017) examined the outcomes of faculty development sessions to explore the skills of faculty in providing narrative feedback as assessed by the narrative portion of faculty development end-of-session evaluations. Seventy-three faculty development sessions were conducted on 4 campuses of one medical school during one academic year. Three hundred and three individuals attended one or more sessions and provided end-of-session evaluations that included narrative portions about: 1) the attributes of the presenter(s), and 2) the perceived usefulness of the professional development offerings. The narratives from the evaluations were analyzed with the help of qualitative software (NVivo Professional 11.x64 by QSR). Cluster analysis, frequency queries, and tree map analysis were performed. A word cloud was created to visually demonstrate the narrative word frequencies.

Results
Often participants provided one-word narrative feedback, where the words "great", "good", and "helpful" were the top 3 choices used, as visualized in the word cloud (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Word cloud presenting a visual of the most frequent word choices in providing narrative feedback in faculty development session evaluations
This finding was also demonstrated in the narrative tree map analysis of the total of 1006 distinctive words found in the narratives from the feedback notes. These words were used with varied frequencies, and showed specific patterns of use, as shown on Figure 2.

**Figure 2. Clustering of feedback narratives**

Although separate fields were available in the session feedback form to provide responses about the quality of the session and the characteristics of the presenter(s), session participants mixed the types of feedback they were asked to provide in the 2 separate fields. For example, comments about the presenter’s attributes would be written in the field asking about session usefulness:

- “Loved presenter’s teaching style and approach.”
- “Presenter was very organized.”
- “Was very responsive to the needs of the faculty.”

Vice versa, comments about the session’s usefulness would be found in the field asking about presenter’s attributes, as demonstrated in the following comments:

- “Both the lecture and the workshop were excellent.”
- “Too much information squeezed into 1 ½ hours. Perhaps one well-developed program per section of talk would suffice.”
- “This session was great! Practical, informative, and great discussion.”

Useful feedback that could aid future session or presenter skills improvement were seen less often than expected. Many feedback narratives consisted of description of feelings (e.g., “Loved it”, “Impressed”) or writing “Thank you”. Examples of comments that did not guide to the specific activity that the participants appreciated included, “Great job!”, “Great session”, “Very good!”, “Well done!” and “Great work!”. Session participants also used the opportunity to provide feedback outside of the areas of interest (presenter’s attributes and session usefulness), writing about unmet needs and expectations:

- “We need more support for coordination of course meetings and timelines.”
- “I’m still concerned about information overload for faculty and students.”
- “I didn’t get specific directions or parking information FYI.”

The skills of faculty attending professional development sessions in providing feedback about session usefulness and presenter skills varied vastly between session attendees as related to usability of provided feedback and ability to focus answers on the questions asked. Narrative comments made it evident that there could be a possible disconnect between the goals of the requested feedback (e.g. goal to improve the session usefulness and presenter skills) and the nature of the written comments (exploring unmet needs and describing feelings and offering non-specific comments such as “Great job!”). Overall, narrative feedback suggested that faculty preferred small group, interactive sessions. Faculty were appreciative of the opportunity to participate in professional development sessions, as demonstrated in the comment, “Thank you for these very well organized sessions – great information, great food, great colleagues.”

**Discussion**

Faculty’s skills have been shown to improve after a participation in a faculty development program. In one study, faculty-novices to peer evaluations in teaching benefited from structured training on providing frame-of-reference feedback when assessing a performance at the workplace. Another study showed that greater agreements between ratings from novices and experts were documented upon completion of focused hands-on training, placing the process of assessment and feedback beyond the teacher-learner framework, and within providing feedback-to-peers realm. Both performance-dimension training, and frame-of-reference training positively influenced faculty’s approach in providing feedback. Therefore, introducing faculty development sessions on providing peer-to-peer feedback early in the professional development program could improve the usefulness of the participants’ comments which will better aid improvement of future sessions and presenters’ skills.

Participants in the faculty development sessions included in this study confirmed the perceived usefulness of the faculty development offerings and/or the perceptions that their skills improved:

- “They challenged me to reframe the way I was thinking about things and it helped me fill in a few ‘gaps’ that I was unable to ‘articulate’ prior to the session.”
“This didactic was relevant to what I needed training on. This will be helpful now/tomorrow. It is helpful to learn by role playing and the “workshop teaching style.”

“Thank you – I learned things and I will try to incorporate them.”

Giving feedback to the participants in a faculty development activity (e.g. sending the results from an end-of-session satisfaction survey back to the session participants) has been perceived to enhance future participation as well as the credibility of the people/institution conducting the activity/survey. Feedback provided back to the participants is known as a “reciprocal” feedback, and it entails sending to the participants a summary of the findings. Importantly, reciprocal feedback could enhance future participation, future feedback reliability, and serve as an incentive to participate in change. Reciprocal feedback was a concept used for the sessions in this study. The office organizing the faculty development sessions provided summary of the received feedback and what actions were taken, if any, back to the session participants. For example, if questions were asked during a session that were not immediately answered, the session organizers and the presenters provided additional information and responses in a follow-up communication to the session participants. In addition, all narratives, as originally written by the session participants, were sent as a collated document back to the presenter(s) to aid future improvement. While the narratives were provided by session participants in an anonymous way, some comments clearly identified the writers and were redacted to delete a person’s or department’s name, as applicable. In turn, session participants and presenters offered spontaneous, unsolicited follow-up feedback that they valued the opportunity to review the outcomes and appreciated the actions taken to respond to participants’ needs.

Conclusion
This study was conducted within 4 campuses of one institution over one academic year, and this may limit the study’s generalizability. The study suggested that faculty in medical educational programs would need focused skills development in providing narrative feedback early in their professional careers to include providing meaningful feedback to peers and in faculty development sessions. More studies including multiple institutions could lead to a better understanding of the needs in faculty development about narrative feedback.
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